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From live sporting events to corporate videos have worked various jobs that have 
given me a wide variety of experience in studio and field environments. Goal is to 
find a job that allows creativity in the art of video production. goal is to tell stories 
through visual narratives as  profession. 

EXPERIENCE

Freelance Production Assistant/Supervisor
ABC Corporation - SEPTEMBER 2000 – AUGUST 2005

 Responsible for all and any tasks within a film production department 
reported to assistant directors and on-set producers, as well as 
considered a liaison between principal talent, assistant directors and 
crew, handled all needs of the principal actors as well as large groups 
of background actors.

 Coordinated and organized show materials for producers and control 
room team in preparation for the show.

 Supported department projects when needed.
 Provided general administrative duties, greeting clients, showroom 

maintenance, and run department errands.
 Assisted with Designers personal schedule such as email follow ups, 

business travel arrangements, and working on special projects.
 Assisted production team with creation and maintenance of both 

jewelry specification and line sheets.
 Worked with well-know actors such as (but not limited to) Glenn Close

(Strip Search, 2004 an HBO movie for television ).

Freelance Production Assistant 
Delta Corporation - 1997 – 2000

 Provided assistance with gear and lighting during the filming of a 
fundraising video at one of the charitys chairmens mansions.

 Worked on over twenty projects as a production assistant.
 Skills in TV, film, and commercials.
 Provided assistants to producers and show runners to make the 

production run smoothly.
 New York, New York PA for various independent film production 

companies.
 Prepared and safely packed equipment including cameras, lights, 

monitors, etc.
 for film production Efficiently set up and arranged production 

equipment according to the producers requests Supported 
cameramen on various sets to .
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EDUCATION

 MSW in Social Work - (Rutgers University - Camden, NJ)

SKILLS

Excel, Word, Computer, Documenting, Excellent People , Communication .
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